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INTRODUCTION
Web data in academic marketing research



Enormous & diverse data for marketing research

~ 244m reviews

> 1b reviews & opinions

556K projects

500m/day

7:11
hours

time spent online
per day by the 
average American 
consumer 

85% proportion of US 
consumers that 
use the Internet 
every single day 

based on available company and market research statistics in May 2022



Increasing usage of web data in marketing research



Extracting web data at scale via…

Web Scraping

EXAMPLE SOURCES

… allow programmatic access to the internal 
databases or algorithms of data providers

Example articles:
Tellis et al. (2019); Toubia & Stephen (2013)

… the process of developing software to automatically 
collect information displayed in a web browser

EXAMPLE SOURCES

Example articles: 
Chevalier & Mayzlin (2006); Ludwig et al. (2013)



Highly versatile data collection technique

Studying new phenomena

Pa
th

w
ay

 ①

e.g., Zervas et al. (2017); Datta et al. (2018) 

Facilitating methodological advancement

Pa
th

w
ay

 ③

e.g., Netzer et al. (2012); Liu et al. (2020)

Boosting ecological value

Pa
th

w
ay

 ②

e.g., Du et al. (2015); Ludwig et al. (2013)

Improving measurement

Pa
th

w
ay

 ④

e.g., Li et al. (2017); Datta et al. (2022)

Source: Boegershausen, Datta, Borah, and Stephen (2022)



Collecting web data can be challenging

• Data generation process is often opaque

• Highly dynamic and unstable environment

• Mostly poorly or undocumented measures

• Cannot be “downloaded” → needs to be generated through 
automated browsing

• Numerous idiosyncratic pitfalls (more on that later)



Which software 
to use?

Keep the raw 
(HTML, JSON) 
data?

Single vs.
multisource?

Algorithmic 
biases?

Extraction frequency?

How to sample?



Existing guidance limited
• Focus on technicalities 

(and not validity)

• Unclear how to deal with or 
mitigate legal concerns

• Scope of methodological 
guidance rather narrow

Which software 
to use?

Keep the raw 
(HTML, JSON) 
data?

Single vs.
multisource?

Algorithmic 
biases?

Extraction frequency?

How to sample?



METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
Managing the idiosyncratic legal, technical and validity challenges of web data



Validity

Technical 
feasibility

Legal and 
ethical risks

2. Collection Design

3. Data Extraction

1. Source Selection

Methodological framework

Source: Boegershausen, Datta, Borah, and Stephen (2022)



Source selection: challenges

• Access to near-to infinite number of potential sources 
without traditional gatekeepers. Different forms of access. 

• But sources vary vastly in terms of quality, stability, 
and retrievability.

→Might prompt researchers to primarily consider 
dominant or familiar platforms only.



Source selection: recommendations I

• Explore the universe of potential web sources
– Broaden geographic search criteria (e.g., non-Western)
– Identify adjacent data sources (e.g., Google Trend’s “related search queries”)
– Expand search to non-primary data providers (e.g., aggregators like SocialBlade)



Source selection: example



Source selection: example



Source selection: example



Source selection: recommendations II

• Explore the universe of potential web sources
– Broaden geographic search criteria (e.g., non-Western)
– Identify adjacent data sources (e.g., Google Trend’s “related search queries”)
– Expand search to non-primary data providers (i.e., aggregators, databases)

• Consider alternatives to web scraping 
– Expand search by explicitly including terms such as “API” or “dataset download”
– APIs? How does the data compare to data that could be scraped?



Source selection: recommendations III

• Explore the universe of potential web sources
– Broaden geographic search criteria (e.g., non-Western)
– Identify adjacent data sources (e.g., Google Trend’s “related search queries”)
– Expand search to non-primary data providers (i.e., aggregators, databases)

• Consider alternatives to web scraping 
– Expand search by explicitly including terms such as “API” or “dataset download”
– APIs? How does the data compare to data that could be scraped?

• Map the data context
– Screen blogs, press releases, a source’s software “changelogs,”, … 
– Understand changes to the data-generating process (e.g., archive.org)
– Algorithms present? Visit source using different devices/times, inspect source code



Validity

Technical 
feasibility

Legal and 
ethical risks

2. Collection Design

3. Data Extraction

1. Source Selection

Designing the data collection



Which information to extract? Example



Which information to extract? Example



Which information to extract? Example



Which information to extract? Example

Validity implications

• Is information subject to 
algorithmic biases or 
missing data?

• Are there significant 
changes to the data-
generating process?

• Is meta data required 
to make sense of 
variables?

Legal/ethical risks

• Publicly accessible vs. 
login? Consent to ToS? 
Implicit or explicit?

• Personal or sensitive 
information?

• Overlap original intent of 
posting & research 
question / scientific 
justification?

Technical feasibility

• All information extractable?

• Limits to iterating through 
pages?Delete cookies & check?

Archive.org

Save timestamps/IP addresses

Focus on public pages

Anonymize while collecting

Formulate scientific justification

Build prototype

Check last page, try a few in-between



How to sample? Challenges & considerations

• How to capture the entire population (or a sample) of…?
– Internal pages (e.g., bestseller, category, search page)
– Externally available lists?

• Sampling frames (might) create different datasets or even 
induce systematic biases 

• Which sample size is technically feasible?



At what frequency to extract data? Challenges

• Validate “data” assumptions early on
– Configuration (e.g., “data is historically available”)
– Data-generating process (e.g., “website hasn’t changed”)
– Characteristics (e.g., measurement is clear; use of interpolation)

• Examples
– Archival versus “live” data  à discover fake reviews
– Gains from capturing information more than once? à build longitudinal data set
– Balance sample size and extraction frequency à sufficient power?



How to process data during the extraction?

• Web data is “messy” 
• BUT “on-the-fly” processing can create significant threats to validity
→Keep the raw data whenever possible



How to process data during the extraction?

• Web data is “messy” 
• BUT “on-the-fly” processing can create significant threats to validity
→Keep the raw data whenever possible

• Opportunity: “stumbling” into natural experiments



Validity

Technical 
feasibility

Legal and 
ethical risks

3. Data Extraction

1. Source Selection

Data extraction

2. Collection Design



Data extraction

• How to improve the performance of the data extraction?
– Keep the collection running for some time – does it continue to work?
– Log the (timestamped) URLs of scraped pages and visualize performance over an 

extended period.

• How to monitor data quality during the extraction?
– Collect and report metadata to diagnose issues in real-time

• How to document the data during and after the extraction?
– Nobody, except you, knows how the data was generated!
– Start early! Logbook. Collect information around the focal source(s).



Validity

Technical 
feasibility

Legal and 
ethical risks

2. Collection Design

3. Data Extraction

1. Source Selection

Which information to extract? (#2.1)
How to sample? (#2.2)

At which frequency to extract 
information? (#2.3)

How to process the information during 
the extraction? (#2.4)

Has the universe of potential data sources been 
sufficiently explored? (#1.1)
Have alternatives to web scraping been 
considered? (#1.2)
Have the complexities of the data context been 
sufficiently mapped? (#1.3)

How to improve the performance of the extraction? 
(#3.1)
How to monitor data quality during the extraction? 
(#3.2)
How to document the data during and after the 
extraction? (#3.3)

Methodological framework: summary

Source: Boegershausen, Datta, Borah, and Stephen (2022)



Our paper helps reasoning through design challenges…

IMPORTANT: trade-offs are (almost) inevitable
MAKE TRADE-OFFS EXPLICIT IN THE MANUSCRIPT



Validity

Technical 
feasibility

Legal and 
ethical risks

2. Collection Design

3. Data Extraction

1. Source Selection

Which information to extract? (#2.1)
How to sample? (#2.2)

At which frequency to extract 
information? (#2.3)

How to process the information during 
the extraction? (#2.4)

Has the universe of potential data sources been 
sufficiently explored? (#1.1)
Have alternatives to web scraping been 
considered? (#1.2)
Have the complexities of the data context been 
sufficiently mapped? (#1.3)

How to improve the performance of the extraction? 
(#3.1)
How to monitor data quality during the extraction? 
(#3.2)
How to document the data during and after the 
extraction? (#3.3)

Questions

Source: Boegershausen, Datta, Borah, and Stephen (2022)



FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Key insights & exploiting new fields of gold



Our framework & companion website

o Explore our database with 300+ published 
marketing articles using web data.

o Discover web datasets & APIs for your 
research projects.

o Tutorials and example code for collecting web 
data using web scraping & APIs.



... for teaching 

Ph.D. seminars method courses



… as an inspiration?

• If you want to learn scraping…



… as an inspiration?

• If you already work on a scraping/API project…



… as an inspiration?

• If you are an expert in working with web data …



Conclusion

• Webinar = primer

• Web (data) is here to stay (and grow)

• Important methodological tool for (early-career) researchers 
regardless of substantive or methodological focus.

• Many unexploited fields of gold! Potential for innovation!



SLIDES AVAILABLE AT
HTTPS://WEB-SCRAPING.ORG

BOEGERSHAUSEN@RSM.NL | @JOBOEGERSHAUSEN
H.DATTA@TILBURGUNIVERSITY.EDU | @HANNESDATTA

ABHISHEK.BORAH@INSEAD.EDU
ANDREW.STEPHEN@SBS.OX.AC.UK | @ANDREWTSTEPHEN

THANK YOU & 
TIME FOR MORE QUESTIONS

https://web-scraping.org/


All 
forthcoming 

articles

https://www.ama.org/journal-of-marketing/
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